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Abstract

The present work is part of the development of a semi-autonomously controlled

robot. For oì.ll purposes an instance or example of a semi-autonomous robot is one that

would be able to locate, identifu and exterminate weeds in a lawn. The present system is

controlled remotely with the help of a vision system, aìded by an obstacle avoidance

subsystem. The semi-autonomous functionality would become active once the robot was

coarsely positioned. In this manner an operator would maneuve¡ the robot assisted by

senso¡ feedback and once in position an apparatus would take over the semi-autonomous

function or identifijing and extracting weeds. The main focus of the thesis ¡esearch here

is the piatform itself and the coarse telecontrol positioning of the robot aided by sensor

feedback. This includes the design an implementation of an extendable architecture

bonowing and integrating concepts from embedded systems, networking, network

programming, and power electronics. The robot consists of sensors, motor drive circuits

and different machine elements. The platform is an example of a new generation of
personal service robot as identified by s. Thrun [1] among others who have noted that

autonomy is one of the major challenges facing the robotics community. The long term

goal of the research is to contribute to machine leaming operating in conditions of
uncertainty with the platform developed providing a research vehicle for future research.

The actual semi-autonomous task will make use of a decision making controller

or simila¡ process for locating weeds in its field of view once maneuvered into position

under remote control of an operator. More specifically in the present instance an operator

can remotely control the system using a steering system with feedback provided by video

and relatively simple sensors. Ideally, a number of accelerometers would be mounted to

the chassis to sense the vibrations caused by the environment. These would then be

transmitted to the user along with the video image. In this manner the user ca¡ feel the

vibrations at the control console reflecting those encountered on the real chassis,

challenges at present include the synchronization of the sensory data along with the

video. The variabie delay associated with the video also presents a major challenge for
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any remotely controlled device and even more challenging here as all control is over an

Internet Protocol (TCP/P).

In summary this thesis examined various architectures and developed an

extendable platform or festbed suitable for addressing robotic autonomy. The core

technologies include capitalizing on Internet protocols, Ethemet onboard the mobile,

embedded linux processors or reconfigurable hardware that when combined provide for a

modular testbed. The wireless technology is 802.i1 although could be extended to any

that support TCP/IP. The work is oriented towa.rds open sou¡ce and standa¡ds making it
of greater utility to those who wânt to extend or use the base platform. perhaps the most

significant aspect of the work is that the basic platform developed here, can be used for a

variety of applications requiring the inclusion of telecont¡ol a¡d semi-autonomous

functionality without having to reinvent the core building blocks.
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Chapter I
CONTENTS

Prajeet Overview

1.1 Motivation

1.2 Introduction

1.3 Projecf Motivation and Objects

1.4 Project Feasibility and Methodology in Brief

1.4.1 Feasibilityoflmplementation

1.4.2 Methodology in Brief

1.1 Motivation

Recently Design News [Design News 11.06.06, Volume 61, Number 16] featured

an article about BEAR, a (Battlefield Extraction-Assist Robot). This type ofrobot was

deemed to fill a niche between small robots and large remotely cont¡olled vehicles. The

Bear robot's most impressive attribute is its abiliS, to balance somewhat like a Seqway

using gyros to maintain its center of gravity over the wheels. Bear consists of a number of

uricrocontrollers networked together each providing control and sensory feedback. The

article goes on to mention that the main goal of these fpes of robots is full autonomy. A
large number of applications of these robols are also mentioned on the Vecna web site

homepage www.vecna.com (the developers of Bear) a¡d include patient care and robotic

assistants for the elderly. Many other similar projects are being developed also filling the

niche between small robots and large industrial robots. Another example is a robot

proj ect by Spark Robotics Technology Inc.r, a small Vancouver starl-up. They

specialize in robotic solutions that provide: Collision Avoidance, Tele-Robotic Control,

Operator-Assist Functionality, and Semi-Autonomous Operation. Their approach is

similar to ours except that the system they are developing does not appear to be as open

or standard as the platform we are developing.

I www.sparkrobotics.com/index.hûnl
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Chapter 1 Project Overview

Other more traditional research projects include telecontol of manipulators with

emphasis on issues such as teleoperations a¡d virtual reality [2]. Other projects include

augmenting the robot with local embedded control functionality [3] to perform a number

of onboard tasks such as to move along a predefined trajectory, avoiding obstacles via

fuzq control, and identif ing objects that it may have to maneuver around.

Projects such as these, industrial interest, and research papers illustrate a

considerable interest in robots of reasonable size that are required to perform tasks of
some physical diffìculty or work. The research developed here recognizes some of the

issues associafed with reasonable sized robots and is an attempt to build an extendable

platform using a flexible architecture capitaÌizing on best of class, open, and offthe shelf

proven technologies. Once the basic platform is developed it can be used for a varieb, of
applications requiring the inclusion of telecontrol and semi-autonomous functionality

without having to reinvent the core building blocks.

1.2 Introduction

The present work considers development of a telecontrolled robot platform. The

platform developed has several core technologies useful as a starting point for many

semi-autonomous applications. More specifically these core technologies for moderate

sized robots have been identified a¡d include:

1. A rugged chassis and frame driven by relatively powerful electric motors,

capable of being fitted with various apparatuses.

2. A wireless communication interface allowing command and cont¡ol from

a remote host. The communication utilizes TCP/IP as opposed to more

traditional RC (Radio Control).

3. Embedded processor(s) o¡ hardware modules connected on board the

robot via Ethernet

4. Custom motor controllers and speed controllers

5. Sensors such as Video, sonar, and GPS. (GPS not available at this time)
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To put the platform in perspective, an instance of a semi-autonomous application

that can be developed on the platform would be a robot that would be able to locafe,

identifr and exterminate weeds in a lawn. This application was selected early in the

project process as one that captues design requirements that similar complexity sem!

autonomous applications would have. In addition, as a motivation this application is also

expected to be useful to those who would like to destroy weeds on their lawns without the

use of herbicides. As mentioned in the abstract, this would be ar example of the new

generation of personal service robot as identified by S. Thrun [1] who has noted that

âutonomy is one of the major challenges facing the robotics community and represented

the type of design challenge that we wanted to undetake. The specific example

mentioned above is less of an issue as compared with overall notion of building

autonomous robots. The main objective here is to develop a platform or festbed where

techniques and algorithms to deal with uncertainty can be implemented, invariant of how

routine the application may appear. Even the most pedestrian or routine of applications

present challenges when one attempts to actually implement automatic solutions. The

long term goal is to contribute to machine learning operating in conditions of uncertainty

and to provide a fiexible platform and a¡chitecture for future research.

1.3 Project Objectives

The present system is to be controlled remotely with the help of a vision system,

aided by an obstacle avoidance subsystem. The robot consists of sensors, embedded

controllers, motor drivers, a¡d differenf machine elements (chassis, motors, wheels, etc).

The actual semi-autonomous task will make use of a decision making controller

or similar for locating weeds in its field of view once maneuvered into position under

remote control ofan operator. A preliminary image processing study has been underlaken

in our laboratory by lvk Marek Laskowski who evaluated a Centroidal Voronoi

Tesselation method for weed identification [hup://www.ìic.umanitoba.ca,/docs/robot

final.pdfl. A technique such as this would be a candidate for the weed recognition

algorithm deployed here. My specific task he¡e is to develop the platform and its remote

control over wireless using TCP/IP. As such, the current robot combines aspects of
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remote control with a semiautonomous function with a long term goal of full autonomy

in the future. In the present instance an operator can remotely control the system using a

steering system with feedback provided by video. Ideally, a number of accelerometers

mounted to the chassis will sense the vibrations caused by the environment. These will

then be transmitted to the user along with the video image. In this manner the user can

feel the vibrations at the control console reflecting those encountered on the real chassis.

The current platform only supports video at this time and limited sonar input to serve to

aiert the operator if they are encroaching to close to an object that they otherwise could

not see. The auxiliary sensors are in fact core to the platform and its remote operation.

The reason for this is due to excessive delay introduced by the video transmission and

processing. Under these conditions a limited amount of onboard sensor processing and

decision making may avert an accident or collision that the operator would not be able to

know about or respond to as a direct consequence of the uncertainty in the delay and

video processing. Challenges at present include the synchronization of the sensory data

along with the video. As mentioned, the variable delay associated with the video presents

a major challenge for any remotely controlled device and even more challenging here as

all control is over an Internet Protocol (TCP,{P). The main thrust of the thesis is to

develop the remote control functionaliry using TCP/IP over wireless access augmented

by onboard processing of limited sensory input. In a moderate alert scena¡io the onboard

sensors would report to the operator. In a more severe situation the onboard processing of

sensor inputs would assume control and take the necessary action to avert a collision.

These notions are not new to this project and can be seen in a number of commercial and

industrial settings. For our purposes however they provide an opportunity for algorithm

exploration that we would not otherwise have.

This proj ect is constrained in design to something that is manageable yet captures

the essence of the problems involved with all efforts in building autonomous or semi-

autonomous systems. In addition to the platform described above a mechanical th¡ee-axis

robotic platform equipped with a drill head is being designed and implemented to root out

weeds. Even if we are unable to remove the weeds in an autonomous fashion under full

autonomy with the platform developed here an operator will still be able to select the

target weed using a joystick with the help of a vision system and execute the desired
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operation through the push of a button. It is uncertain at this time if this type of

processing can be used in training the robot in the future but is included here as a goal

while building the robot platform itself. The notion of being able to control or supervise

the robot remotely may become an essential mechanism in developing semi-autonomous

functionality for many personal service robots. This again is not new to our application as

it is a common theme in the neural network a¡ea. However the platform being developed

will facilitate supervised learning as a by-product of the remote control architecture

developed and presented here [4].

1.4 Project FeasíbÍlity ønd Mefhodology in Bríef

1.4.1 Feasibility of Implementation

The remote control part of the robot will be implemented over an 802.1 1 wireless

network which is the most widely available and deployed wireless LAN technology [5].

Initially this project is not expected to be an autonomous robot and as such requires some

means of lelecontrol. As mentioned earlier, it would be controlled remotely by an

operator. Thus, it is necessary for the operator to see the environment before driving the

robot in any particular direction. A vision system is necessary to facilitate that function.

This can be implemented using the MPEG2 video stream. Over 802.11 the vision system

would transmit fhe MPEG2 video stream to the operator using the TCP/IP protocol. In

the present manifestation, the camera is fixed and is directed towards the front. Even

though the operator can see the front of the robot, the image is delayed due to the

encoding, tra¡sport and decoding processing which is on the order of seconds. A delay of
this type in this environment is non negligible. This in effect means that the operator sees

only what happened in the past (i.e. a few seconds ago depending on the encoding,

transport, and decoding delay). This leads to a possibility of potential collisions in a

dynamic environment. A variety of sensor technologies are of potential use ín this

situation. A number of proximity sensors could be employed in the design of a collision

avoidance subsystem. Proximity sensors were experimented with using the new Altera

DE2 FPGA board but could not be fully integrated as there is a problem with voltage

conversion from 5V to 3.3V signaling. This problem is currently being addressed and

will be fully functional in the near future. Ultra sonic sensors are used in measuring the
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distance of the closest obstacle within collision range. But these are somewhat limited as

they are not good for determining distances closer than a foot or so. On the othe¡ hand

Laser Range Finders are very good in determining object with greater precision. Due the

limited funding available to this project, ultra sonic sensors are being used for the time

being. In spite of these limitations we believe that the basic framework developed here

will prove useful in building additional appâratuses or aftaclxnents in future work.

In order to provide some degree of feeling of the environment to the operator, the

robot could be equipped with accelerometers for sensing vibration felt by the chassis or

sensors for determining the environment temperature, humidity, toxins, etc. These

sensory data could be captured using a data acquisition ca¡d and sent to the operator

along with the video. A force feedback joystick can reflect the sensory data to the

operator's hand. Based on our preliminary experience with maneuvering the robot in the

field it is also important to synchronize the video with the sensory data. A solution to this

synchronization problem is beyond the present scope but a potential solution will be

provided in the future work section ofthe thesis.

1.4.2 Methodology in Brief

For the weed eater application the vision system has two parts. One is to provide

front view of the environment and the other is to provide an aerial view to detect weeds

from the lawn through the use of ìts image recognition subsystems. A colleague (Marek

Laskowski) is currently evaluating a numbe¡ of image recognition strategies such as

Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations or CVTs [6] that may be integrated into the present

resea¡ch if time permits.

A number of sonar sensors are incorporated for a more robust obstacle avoidance

subsystem. These will provide information in terms of obstacles that may not be available

from the vision system alone. In general if the system approaches an obstacle or a¡

obstacle approaches the system a decision controller will be able to assess the situation

and alert the operator or determine a suitable course of action to avoid collision. This may

include overriding the operator's command by reducing speed, possibly changing

direction or even stopping the movement of the system completely. These types of
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reference. This basic architecture provides a platform such that the robot can be remotely

controlled, operate in an autonomous or semi-autonomous fashion, extendable in

functionality and./or provide a means of off-loading computation to a facility, cluster or

grid for processing if required.

More specif,rcally and with the robot and our intelligence taxonomy in mind, one

of the early goals of the cürent project was to design the telecontrol module of a robot

that could be remotely maneuvered over an 802.11 wireless network, positioned and then

tasked to perform an operation in a semi autonomous fashion. Figure 2 more precisely

illustrates a more detailed architecnrre of the actual mechanisms and functional units.

For an objective of the present platform a specific task would be to recognize an

object (weed) in its field of view and move a 3 axis positional system to the object. The

latter task requires ths robot to reason and act in a man¡er similar to a ,,human,' or at least

be able to reason and decide upon an action to be undertaken mimicking human behavior.

This thesis is focused on the design of the remote telecontrol and the human machine

interface that would allow semi-autonomous tasks to be implemented such as the one

mentioned above without reinvention of the core technologies. The design of human

machine inte¡face is also one ofthe most challenging aspects and opens questions facing

modem personal service robots [ 1].
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This requirement necessitates design considerations that would not be as prevalent in

small scale robots.

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. The background study of

technologies used in building the mobile platform is described in Chapter 2. The

available hardware components and software tools ofthe project are discussed in Chapter

3. The system design and development ofthe robot itself is described in Chapter 4. Some

preliminary tests were conducted in basic remote control of the robot and are discussed in

Chapter 5. A summary and future work follows in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
CONTENTS

: Bse kground Study

2.1 802.11

2.2 MPEG2

2.3 Pulse Width Modulation

2.3.1 Generation of the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Signal.

2.3.1.1 Analog Metbod of PWM Generation

2.3.1.2 Digital Method of PWM Generation

2.4 H-Bridge motor control

2.4.1 The protection against gate-source voltage spike.

2.4.2 The protection against high gâte current.

2,4.3 The protection against shoot-through.

2.4.4 The protection against gate to source voltage fluctuâtion

2.5 Differentialsteering

2.1 802.11

802.1 1 is a data transmission system which is also known as a wireless LAN
(WLAN) technology [5]. 802.11 provides location-independent network access between

computing devices by using radio waves rather than a cable infrasffucture. The OSI

model of 802.11 is given in Figure 3. Its design is focused mainly on providing high

throughput, highly reliable data delivery, and continuous network connection. 802.i1

covers the Medium Access Control (MAC) sub layer, MAC management protocols and

services. It also contains three physical layers namely Infrared (IR), Frequency Hopping

Spread Spectrum (FHSS) and Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). At this time the

physical layer is primarily some variant of spread spectrum or Orthogonal Frequency

Division Multiplexing (OFDM). The point for us here is Ìess in the choice of physicai

layer arld more the fact that 802.11 most closely resembles traditional Ethemet a¡d as

such, applications developed on TCP/IP are easily deployed over 802.11.
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decoding consume non negligible compute and transmission time and are issues that need

to be addressed.

Although this project is not concerned with video encoding itself it is apparent

that some form of video encoding is required. As such, the MPEG2 codecs were selected

due to their availability and maturity. As newer and better codecs become available these

will be utilized. In any event, independent of which ever codecs are used there will

always be some delay, made parficularly worse as remote control of platforms such as

ours is capable ofbeing controlled across the Intemet.

This delay is one of the reasons that make controlling a robot remotely a

challenging task. Although the control can be reasonably responsive, the video delay adds

a degree of uncertainty that makes control potentially unstable. As a consequence it was

decided to add auxiliary sensors that would aid the ope¡ator in situations where the

feedback from a delayed video could be problematic.

2.3 Pulse WÍdth Modulation

In this proj ect the motor speed is cont¡olled using Pulse Width Modulation

(PWM). In general PWM is way of encoding an analog signal into digital form. PWM is

also used in efficient voltage regulators. By switching the voltage to the load with the

appropriate duty cycle, the output will approximate a voltage at the desired level. PWM

uses a square wave whose duty cycle is moduÌated resulting in the variation of the

average value of the waveform [7]. If we consider a squa¡e waveform l(l) with a low

vahte y,nin, a high value !,,a, and a duty cycle D (see Figure 5), the average value of the

waveform is given by:

-r "i-
Ç:; I l¡t,(Lt

¿ JLI

As fr) is a square wave, its value is !.^ for tt

L¡ ' T ,.. i ',:. T. The above expression then becomes:

I I*¿ !,ø for
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2.3.1.2 Digital Method of PWM Generation

As mentioned earlier, a digitally generated PWM signal could be produced using

hardware or software. Regardless of the method, the procedure is more or less the same

for each of the methods (see Figure 8). The digital method requires two high resolution

timers which contain counter register(s). This register of the timer is normally loaded

with a number which normally represents the on/off time. Using a clock, this timer

register is decremented. Once the register value goes to "0" then it produces a pulse.

Using this pulse one can control the duty cycle ofthe desired PWM signal.

The f,rrst step is to obtain two timers denoted On-Timer and Off-Timer. The

process is as follows. Stop the timers if they are running, determine the frequency ofthe

PWM signal desired and obtain a clock signal to meet the requirement. Then load the On-

timer with a number that would represent the duty cycle. Sfart the On-Timer. Once the

On-Timer underflow is detected, disable it, set the output to "0" (i.e. 0V for level low) af

the same time load the Off-Timer register with Off-Time value and start the Off-Timer.

Once the Off-Timer underflow is detected, disable it, set the output to ,,i', (i.e. 5V for a

level high) at the same time load the On-Timer register with On-Time value and start the

On-Timer. This cycle continues until it is stopped at will. As noted above the control of
the PWM signal is through the use of register values that set timers corresponding to the

desired ftequency as well as the duty cycle. A disadvantage of the method described

above is thar if it is done entirely in software in an embedded microcontroller it can be a

time consuming process that limits what the mic¡oconholler may also do.
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avoided by connecting Schottþ diodes in parallel to the gate resistors facing the opposite

side of the gate. In this manner the gafe capacitor charges as usual, but during discharge,

the diode produces a bypass path from the gate causing the gate capacitor to discharge

faster (see Figure 10).

2.4.4 The protection âgainst gâte to source voltage fluctuation

Even though the gate driver provides the correct voÌtage to tum the MOSFETs on

and off while it is in the H-Bridge the gate to source voltage can exceed the specification.

This is due to the fact that the DC motor (inductive load) is connected directly to the

source or drain. The specification requires that this voltage not exceed 20 V. Zener diodes

connected between the gate and source terminals of the MOSFETs can limit the gate to

source voltage such that the specification is not violated. These diodes are also shown in

Figure 10.

2.s Differentìøl Steering

Differential steering is a drive system where the steering is done by independently

controlling the velocity ofthe wheels. In this project the robot has two drive wheels and

two castor wheels. The drive wheels a¡e used to steer the robot where the castor wheels

are there to support and balance the robot. In order to steer the robot ín a straight line, it is

necessary to turn both of the drive wheels in the same direction at the same speed. To

tum left, both of the d¡ive wheels must turn to forward direction keeping the speed of the

left wheel lower than that of the right wheel. To tum right, the opposite of tuming left is

done. To pivot, both of the driving wheels are turned at the same speed but in the

opposite direction. A detailed discussion of differential steering can be found at [10].
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slippage as well as other factors. One of these factors is a consequence of the platform

also having castor wheels. Caster wheels are found on many types of mobiles. They are

convenient as they allow for rotations or 360 degrees. They can also cause some

diffrculty in terms of trying to control the platform over less than ideal tenains. The

caster wheels also tend to redirect the robot when they encounter small obstructions or

changes in surface topology.

2.6 Summary of Chapter 2

Chapter 2 overviewed some of the technologies used in constructing the robot

platform. These included an overview of 802.11 which is the technology selected as the

wireless technology used to remotely confol the robot over. A brief description of the

MPEG2 video compression sta¡dard and delay problems associated with controlling the

robot when video is used as the main mea¡s of feedback was discussed. This

consideration leads to a requirement of adding sensors to assist the remote operator in

situations when the operator may not be able to determine encroaching obstacles. The

most extensive section of Chapter 2 was devoted to the design ofthe motor controller and

selection of components that would provide sufficient current while protecting the

electronics in situations where there would otherwise be excessive voltages ofcu ents.
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Chøpter
Softw ø re

CONTENTS

3. I Hardware

-3 : Hardware and
Resourees used ín the

Projeet

3.1.1 Acer Laptop

3.1.2 ARM Single Board Computer

3. 1.3 Motor Driver

3.1.4 Logitech QuickCam camera

3.1.5 Logitech MOMO steering wheel

3.2 Software

3.3 Summary of Chapter 3

3.1 Hardware

For this project the main piece of hardware available was an old motorized

wheelchair. The wheelchair was inoperable due to its non functioning controller. Thus the

only useable salvage was approximately 100 pounds of metal chassis with two 24V DC

motors. Two powerful bidi¡ectional DC motor controllers were acquired and assembled

for driving the DC motors. These DC motor controllers are very primitive. Although they

were modified to accommodafe the currents required and equipped with protection

circuitry they merely provide an interface to the motors themselves. They did not have

any intelligence built into them; therefore another controller was needed to make the

motor controllers more useful. For this purpose, an ARM single board computer (SBC)

was used. The ARM SBC effectively provided an API to the motor controller. To provide

visual feedback one Logitech Quickcam camera was acquired for visual feedback while

driving the robot, for the actual controller interface a force feedback Logitech MOMO
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The Ethemet port was used to communicate with the Robot Server (see Chapter

4). Basically the Robot Server resides on the laptop on the robot and provides a gateway

for commands to be relayed from the remote operator to the motor controller. The ARM

processor 8P9302 [16] has two 16-bit timers and one 32-bit timer. In this project the two

PWM signals were generated with the help of these three timers. These PWMs and other

control signals were sent to the motor driver ci¡cuit via the DIO (SPI) port (see Figure

13). Additional details will be discussed in the following sections.

The ARM SBC board accepts 5V DC power without any built-in protection

features. The ARM SBC TS-7250 supplier also offers an optional metal casing with a

built-in power supply, which operates between 8V DC and 30V DC. The ARM SBC

board and the metal casing were purchased for this project.

3.1.3 Motor Driver

Due to the weight of the chassis and the type of the motors used, it was

determined that the motor drivers would have to provide 304 of steady curent at 24V

DC. As such, for a hrst attempt we designed a motor driver that was capable of providing

304 of steady current at 24V DC. But several problems arose when trying to manufacture

it. Due to the high amount of current flowing through the circuit, the PCB required a 4oz.

copper laminated board. It was not possible for us to find 4oz. laminated copper board.

however we were able to find 2oz. copper plated board. Using a bench top milling

machine a prototype of the circuit was constructed. This approach proved too costly in

terms of time, effoú, and money to produce multiple controllers. So a decision was made

to find a motor driver that was available off the shelf. This limited the design altematives

to the components and protection circuits. This approach, greatly improved the reliability

of the motor controller while still requiring the design and implementation that would

meet our specifications.
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3.2 Software

In this proj ect, software was w¡itten in various languages. The cockpit GUI is a

user interface to control the robot from a remote location. The GUI was w¡itten in C#

with the help of Microsoft Directx [12]. The development platform used to develop and

compile the C# code was Microsoft's Visual Studio 2005. The dials and gauges were part

of the demo softwa¡e components provided by Dundas software [11]. The Robot Server

was written in C# to run on the Windows XP environment, the motor driver software fo

produce PWM was written in C to run on Linux. The interface between the Robot Server

and the ARM SBC is w¡itten in C++. All of the C and C++ code were edited on a pC and

compiled using cross-compilation tools provided by Technologic System Inc [9]. The

Linux environment was simulated on a PC using cygwin I l3].

The use of a number of development environments is both time saving as well as

challenging. An additional difficulty faced was associated with the limited documentation

that was available for the ARM SBC.

3.3 Summary of Chøpter 3

This chapter described the available resources for this project such as the

Hardware components and Software tools. The major starting point was an old chassis of

a motorized wheel chai¡. It was equipped with two powerful DC motors without

functioning motor drivers. The PCBs for the motor driver circuits were purchased and

customized them to meet the requirements of our relatively large platform. To interface

with the motor drivers, an ARM SBC was purchased. A Logitech steering system was

used as a controi device. A Logitech QuickCam camera was purchased to be used as a

video capture device. Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 was used to edit all the code written.

Microsoft's compiler was used to compile the remote control user interface and the Robot

Server software, which was written in C# language. They were w¡itten for the Windows

XP operating system. Remaining code was w¡itten in order to run on a Linux platform.

They were written in C and C++ language. Cigwin's cross compilation tool was used to

compile this part of the code.
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Chapter 4 : The Systern Design
CONTENTS

4.1 The Cockpit

4.L1 The Cockpit software Architecture

4.1 . 1.1 The Mission Control

4.1.1.2 The Receptonist

4.2 The Mobile Unit

4.2.1 The Software Design

4.2.1.1 The Robot Server

4.2.1 .1 The Message Receiver

4.2.1.2 The Message Sender

4.2.1.3 The Environment monitor

4.2.1.4 The Collision Avoidance Subsvstem

4.2.1.5 The Robot Positioner

4.2.1.6 The Robotic Arm Driver

4.2.1.2 The PWM Generator

4.2.2 The Hardware Design

4.2.2.1 The Selection of the switching devices

4-2.2.2 The protection against gate-source voltage spike

4.2.2.3 The protection against shoot-through

4.2.2.4 The protection against gate-source voltage spike

4.3 Summary of Chapter 4

Figure 1 illusfated the basic taxonomy ofthe system and the Figure 2 the system

level diagram including diffelent softwa¡e and hardware system components in detail.

The overall control of the system has tü/o main sections, the Cockpit and the Mobile Unit

residing on the remote control PC and Robot respectively.
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4.1 The Cockpit

The Cockpit is the remote user interface for the robot or mobile platform. It
consists of a group of hardware and control software modules. The required ha¡dware is

as follows:

. A desk top computer,

. A monitor,

. A force-feed-back j oystick or a force-feed-back steering wheel system,. A key board and a mouse.

. Wireless interface (802.1 1)

The software used to capture the user inputs and send them to the mobile unit

though the 802.11 wireless network is called the Mission Control module (Figure 17).

The receiver is named the Receptionist and receives video a¡d sensory d.ata feedback

from the mobile unit and sends them to the appropriate hardware devices so that the

operator can realize the robot's actual environment.

4.1.1 The Cockpit Software Architecture

The Cockpit software (see Figure 17) has two main sections; The Mission Control

and the Receptionist. The Mission control module captures the user input such as the

robot's intended speed, direction, breaking information, emergency stop commands, and

the operafional directives fo¡ the robotic from a joystick o¡ a similar device. At present

the user input is derived from either a mouse or a Logitech steering system. These

directives are then sent to the mobile unit as appropriate commands for execution. The

Receptionist handles the feedback received from the mobile unit. It then displays the

video, processes sensory data such as sonar, GPS and/or compass data a¡d displays this

info¡mation on the monitor. If available it will also processes the data from

accelerometers and sends it to the force-feed-back device so that the user ca¡ feel the

vibrations felt by the robot chassis.
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Tlte control comoonents to drive the Robot:

The following components and their functionality are described below. TabÌe 3

provides a listing of the control functions and the degree to which they have been

implemented in the current prototype. AII the following functions were fi¡st implemented

using the mouse as an initial input device. As such the platform can be controlled with

the mouse alone or using an input device such as the Logitech steering system. An

advantage ofthe command protocol developed is that it also makes it possible to script a

routine for the mobile to follow without any physical input device at all. Although not of
central importance here the scripting may be useful as the platform evolves to being more

autonomous.

The Emergency Stop:

The Emergency Stop function is provided through Button3 ofthe steering system

(see Figure 19). It applies a break function to both of the DC motors connected to the

drive wheels causing the robot to stop immediately. The emergency stop control is crucial

to the platform as it has considerable inertia and would be capable of inflicting serious

injury or damage if it were to collide with an obj ect while operating at speed. This is also

an example of a command that the platform should also be able to generate locally in the

event a collision can be infened. The top level command format is detailed in the

following.

The Steering Weel:

The robot has two independent drive wheels. In the current architecture the

Mission Control part of the software reads the stee¡ing position of the steering system.

The steering wheel (see Figure 19) position is a number ranging from the left most

position -1000 to the right most position +1000. This number provides the intended

direction with respect to the robot's current direction. As explained earlier the steering is

done through controlling the difference in the speed of each of the two wheels. Using the

following equation one can calculate the required speed ofthe individual wheel.
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The Stick Shifrer:

The DC motors are connected directly to the drive wheels. Therefore the

transmission functionalities are provided through software. Rotate-Right, Drive-Forward,

Neutral, Pa¡k, Drive-Reverse and Rotate-Left are the positions ofthe transmission control

(implemented in software). The steering system's (see Figure 19) stick shifter (in short

denoted "shifter") is used to change the transmission position. It works similar to a
mouse. Pushing the shifter forward provides the forward click and pushing it reverse

provides the reverse click. With the help of local variables, one can easily implement

some simple events using these "mouse" clicks and determine the current position of the

shifter. Using slider gauges the current transmission status is displayed on the screen. The

next paragraph explains the transmission fi.mctionalities in detail.

a. Rotate-RighL' The feature allows the operator to rotate the robot 360 degree

clockwise at a "0" degree radius. To achieve this goal both of the drive wheels

must turn at the same speed but the left wheel turns to forward direction while

the right wheel turns to the reverse direction. During this operation, the

steering function is disabled. However the acceleration function is operational

to allow the operator to control the speed in which the robot would be rotated.

b- Rotate-Leff: The feature allows the operator to rotate the robot 360 degree

counter clockwise at a "0" degree radius. To achieve this goal both of the

drive wheels must turn at the same speed but the left wheel trÌrns to the

reverse direction while the right wheel nrns to the forward direction. Like the

previous case, during this operation, the steering function is disabled.

However the acceleration function is operational to allow the operator to

control the speed in which the robot would be rotated.

c. Drive-Forw¿rl.' In this position the robot drives ahead by rotating both of the

drive wheels to the forward direction. The actual duty cycle or the speeds of
the individual wheels are determined by the steering position.
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d. Drive-Reverse.' In fhis position the robot drives reverse by rotating both of the

drive wheels to the backward direction. The actual duty cycle or the speeds of

the individual wheels a¡e determined by the steering position.

e. Neutral: In this position both of the DC motors are placed in coast

configuration. In this situation the robot can move freely with the help of

extemal force like gravity or manual push.

f. Park: In this position both of the DC motors are placed in Brake

configuration. However as there are no mechanical brakes used in this project,

Park and the Neutral position exhibit the same.

The Accelerator Pedøl:

The acceleration is controlled through the use ofthe Accelerator Pedal (see Figure

19). If the pedal is not pressed, it provides a value of "0". While it is pressed the position

of this control is provided as a number between 0 and +1000. Using the steering position,

stick shifter position and this number from the accelerator pedal, one can determine the

duty cycle of each of the left and the right DC moto¡s and send the appropriate

commands to the mobile unit. It is to be noted that the accelerator pedal and the brake

pedal are used to control the same a-ris. This implies thaf the value of the accele¡ator

position could be altered using the brake pedal. The detail of this matter is discussed in

the paragraph named The Brake Pedal.

The Brake Pedal:

The braking featu¡e is available through the use of the steering system's Brake

Pedal (see Figure 19). Its position value ranges from -1000 to 0 and works in conjunction

with the Accelerator Pedal. If not pressed it provides a value of "0". As mentioned

earlier, the Accelerator Pedal and the Brake Pedal controls the same axis. The final value

of this axis is the sum of the Break Pedal position value and the Accelerator Pedal

position value. For example, when the accelerator pedal is pressed half way, it shows its
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position value equals to "500", and for the brake pedal it is ''-500". If both of the pedals

pressed simultaneously, it should show the combined value "0". The negative value of

this aris should be interpreted as a break command. The magnitude of the negative

position value is the breaking duty cycle.

Components to drive the Three-Axis ARM svstem:

The left pedal, the righf pedal and all other buttons behaves like an On/Off switch.

The three axis arm system is driven by stepper motors with a fixed speed. Therefore in

order to drive them, one has to make the corresponding function call with the appropriate

fìxed (direction) parameters like drive forward or drive reverse. The present arm has only

analog DC motors and as such can be moved into position visually Lrnder on/off control.

The control of the 3 axis apparatus is not part of the basic platfonn and only included

here for completeness. The provisioning of the control however illustrates how an

auxiliary apparatus may be controlled using a device such as the MOMO.

The Left Pedal:

The Left Pedal of the steering system is used to move the drill head to the left on

the robotic arm platform until it reaches the limit switch. The limit switch makes sure that

the drill head does not move outside its assigned travel zone. In order to move the drill

head continuously to the left, the operator must lift and hold the pedal until it reaches fhe

desired location.

The Right Pedal:

The Right Pedal of the steering system is used to move the drill head to the right

on the robotic arm platform until it reaches the limit switch. The limit switch makes sure

that the drill head does not move outside its assigned travel zone. In order to move the

drill head continuously to the right, the operator must lift and hold the pedal until ít

reaches the desired location.
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The Buttoní:

The Buttoní of the steering system is used fo move the drill head to the forwa¡d

direction on the robotic arm platform until it reaches the limit switch. The limit switch

makes sure that the drill head does not move outside its assigned travel zone. In order to

move the drill head continuously to the forward direction, the operato¡ must press and

hold the button until it reaches the desired location.

The Bufton6:

The Button6 of the steering system is used to move the drill head to the reverse

direction on the ¡obotic arm platform until it reaches the limit switch. The limit switch

makes sure that the drill head does not movs outside its assigned travel zone. In order to

move the drill head continuously to the ¡everse direction, the operator must press and

hold the button until it reaches the desired location.

The BultonT:

The Button7 of the steering system is used to move the drill head to the upward

direction on the robotic arm platform until it reaches the limit switch. The limit switch

makes sure that the drill head does not move outside its assigned travel zone. In order to

move the drill head continuously to the upward direction, the operator must press and

hold the button until it reaches the desired location.

The buttonS

The ButtonS of fhe steering system is used to move the drill head to the downward

direction on the robotic arm platform until it reaches the limit switch. The limit switch

makes sure that the drill head does not move outside its assigned travel zone. In order to

move the drill head continuously to the downward direction, the operator must press and

hold the button until it reaches the desired location.

The Button4:
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The current mobile unit (see Figure 22) consists of a chassis with powerful two

motor driver circuits, an ARM Single Board Computer, a driver-ARM controller

Interface, an Ethernet switch, a Webcam and a laptop computer. The platform also

contains a power supply interface circuit and two deep cycle marine batteries. The

odometer, GPS, compass and the accelerometers are yet to be implemented but can be

easily integrated within the basic modular architecture. Beside the hardware components,

mobile unit has the following main softwa¡e components. They are:

" The Message Receiver
. The Message Sender
. The Environmenl Monitor
. The Collision Avoidance Subsystem
. The Robot Positioner
. The Robotic Arm System Driver

All of the above software components are paú of the Robot Server. The ARM

(SBC) serves as an interface between the Robot Server a¡d the two motor driver circuits.

This is necessary because ofthe facf fhaf the motor driver circuits are primitive ones. The

motor drivers require the directìon and PWM signals as inputs and do not have an

Ethernet interface. This problem is solved through the use of the ARM SBC. The ARM

SBC receives the top level commands from the Robot Serwer and converts those

commands to low level commands that the motor driver understands. The details of the

different software components ofthe mobile unit a¡e described next.

4.2.1 The Software Design

4.2.1.1 The Robot Server

The Robot Server is one of the most important parts of the mobile unit. It works

as a bridge between the remote control PC a¡d each of the individual electrical

components of the mobile unit. The architecture of the robot server is shown in Figure

23. After booting up the system, the Robot Server determines which components are

available on the mobile unit and initializes them as necessary. Then it waits for the

comma¡ds from the remote control unit. The Robot Ser¡¡er's Message Receiver module
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commands. After receiving messages from the operator, the message receiver verìfies

them through the CodeWord, sender, receiver etc. and forwards them to the proper

destination. For example, if a message contains commands to drive the robots wheels,

then it will forward the commands to the Collision Avoidance Subsystem, where they are

forwarded to the Robot Posifioner module. If the message contains commands to drive

the robot's alm system, then it will forwa¡d the commands to the Robotic Arm System

Driver.

4.2.1.1.2 The Message Sender

The Message Sender sends messages generated by the Message Receiver back to

the operator. Even though it does not support any type of Quality of Service (QoS),

depending on the condition of the network status, the Message Sender can adapt the

video frame rate while transmìtting the video. The Message Sender also sends the sensor

data to the operafor periodically. This feature is not fully implemented in the current

design but provided here for the sake of completeness.

4.2.1.1.3 The Environment Monitor

The Environment Monitor receives all the environmental information from

various devices and forwards them to the Message Sender. The Message Sender in turn

forwards that information to the remote operator. For the architecture designed here the

Environment Monitor also determines the distance of the closest obstacle in the direction

of travel a¡d sends them to the collision avoidance subsystem. The Environment Monitor

classifies the dista¡ce of the closest objects into three zones. The distance is measu¡ed in

seconds to reach the obstacle at the current speed. This is because of the fact that

traveling at different speed requires different stopping distances. The summary of this

information is given in the following table. These a¡e implicit linguistic va¡iables that ca¡

be used with many non linear control strategies. In the case here for illustration they are

inputs to a simple rule based if-then decision process. In our case they either alert the

operator o¡ more aggressively assume direct control of the mobile. As they are based on

an estimate of time to collision they are extracted from estimates of distance and speed.
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As shown in Figure 23, first it determines if any of the bumper sensors is triggered. If so,

it stops the robot immediately by sending the emergency stop command to the robot

positioner. if none of the bumper sensors are triggered, it then attempts to determine the

location of the closest obstacle. There a¡e only three types of location category

considered,

The object is too far or no object is detected with in the range

An object is located but at a medium distance.

The object is too close.

This information is provided by the Environment Monitor. For case (a) the decision

maker simply forwards the user command to the Robot Positioner for execution. For case

(b) the decision maker determines the speed to be reduced keeping the direction oftravel

the same and sends the user command with the modified speed parameter to the robot

positioner for execution. The decision maker also notifìes the operator of this action. in

the case where the object is too close to the robof, then the decision maker reduces the

speed to a safe one such that the robot can approach the obstacle very slowly and make a

soft contâct with it until the operator chooses to change the direction. The operator âlso

gefs notified that such action has taken place.

4.2.1.1.5 The Robot Positioner

The Robot Positioner receives commands from the obstacle avoidalce subsystem

and forwards those commands to the ARM single board computer for execution. It also

maintains communications to the ARM SBC through the Ethemet LAN.

4,2.1.1.6 The Robotic Arm Driver

The Robotic Arm driver sends the commands related to the robot's three axis arm

system to the stepper motor controller. The current stepper controller does not have the

Ethernet interface instead it takes input from the parallel port of a PC. Therefore it is

necessary for this software component to translate the top level command to fhe

a.

b.

c.
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corresponding 1ow level stepper motor driver command and send the using the PC's

parallel port. Ideally as we acquire additional single board computers, these will be used

as intermediate command interpreters.

4.2.1.2 The PWM Generator

The PWM generator was originally called the DC Motor Controller in short

denoted the DCMC. The PWM Generator receives the top level commands from the

Robot Positioner (see Figure 22) and produces the PWM signal with the conesponding

duty cycle. Then it sends the produced PWM signal along with the direction parameter to

the coresponding motor driver. The PWM generation method used in this module is

explained in detail tn chapter 2.3.I.2.

4.2.2 The Hardware Design and Device Selection

As mentioned earlier, the wheel chair chassis used in this project weighted about

100 pound including the two marine batteries. The structure was capable of suppoÍing

about 250 pounds. With the total weight (the vehicle and the payload) approximately 350

pound, it employed two powerful DC motors to drive the system. Each motor was

capable of drawing about 304 (Amperes) of cur¡ent at 24V (Volts). Thus it was

necessary to use motor drivers that could supply that amount of current to the motors.

4.2.2.1 Selection ofthe sìilitching devices

The customized OSMC motor driver uses eight IRF1404 N-Charurel Metal-Oxide

Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors (MOSFET) as opposed to four. The H-Bridge

circuit consists of four switching segments or devices. In order to increase the current

carrying capaciÍy, this customized OSMC circuit employs two MOSFETs per switching

segment or leg. As each of the MOSFET's could potentially cary approximately 70A of

current at 150o Celsius [18], the combined current carrying capacity of this ci¡cuit would

be a ma.rimum of 1404.
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H-Bridge circuit provides the capability of controlling analog devices with the

help of digital control signal. However, the control signal must not constitute a short

circuit scenario. Also the switching devices could be destroyed by voltage spikes coming

from the comected inductive loads. Therefore in order to build a stable H-Bridge circuit,

one must necess¿ìry steps to protect the circuit. The OSMC incorporated many of these

features. The customization ofthose features is given below:

4.2.2.2 The protecf ion against gate-source voltage spike

In this project, the MOSFETs are used as switching devices. They are turned on

or turned off providing the corresponding gate vohages. If the gate currents a.re not

controlled properly, it could damage the MOSFETs within less than a second or so. A

150Q resistor was placed in series to the gate to control the gate current (see Figure 10).

4.2.2.3 The protection âgâinst shoot-through

To guard against a potential shoot-through, the original OSMC circuit contained a

Scotty diode LLSD101ACT. This was suff,rcient to create a bypass path while the

corresponding MOSFET is discharging (see Figure 10).

4.2.2.4 The protection âgâinst gate-source voltage spike

The transient Voltage Suppressor (TVS) diode can suppress voltage spikes. For

the IRF1404 MOSFET, the maximum allowable voltage V6s is 40V. Any voltage above

40V needs to be clipped. The i.5KE33CA is made by On-semiconductor [ 15]. This diode

will normally clip any voltage above 33V fo¡ 1 millisecond up to 1500W (see Figure 10).

These are connected between each ofthe motor terminals and the ground for the desired

protection.
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4.3 Summary of Chapter 4

Chapter 4 summarized the design of the platform. This includes the remote

cont¡ol, mobile unit, command structure, and provided more detail on some of the mo¡e

critical component selecfions.
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CONTENTS

5.1 The Motor Driver Circuit

5.2 The Basic robot operalion

5.2.]. The basic Robot maneuver operation

5.2.2 The vision system

5.2.3 The Robot Server

5.3 Summary Chapter 5

5.1 The Motor Driver Circuit

The motor driver circuit was assembled successfully and it met all the operational

requirements (see Figure 25). The circuit was tested under a variety of scenarios with

20Amp fuse and functioned as expected. The circuit designed and developed was able to

drive the robot motors under no-load and load conditions. The motor controller also

worked as expected when a payload of 200 lbs was added to the chasis. In theory it

should support up to 80Amps of steady current and about 160Amps of spike for up to a

minute. This is about four times the current required to operate the mobile on a flat

surface.
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dynamic environment. This could be done through the use of obstacle avoidance

subsystem such as the one developed here.

5.2.3 The Robot Server

A Robot Server was designed to maintain necessary communications between the

remote control operator and the robot. It successfully completed all the necessary

functions to operate the robot remotely.

Initially the robot was mounted on a sta¡d such that the wheels could rotate freely

while fhe testing of the motor fi.rnctions in progress. The tested functionalities were

a. Drive Left Motor Forward

b. Drive Right Motor Forward

c, Drive Left Motor Reverse

d. Drive Right Motor Reverse

e. Rotåte Left

f. Rotate Right

g. Brake

h. Coast

i. Emergency Brake

All of the functionalities mentioned above worked as expected. After that the

Robot was operated within my apaÍment where the operator was able to maneuver the

Robot easily on the smooth surface. Then the Robot was moved to a nearby parking lot

for field testing. In terms of receiving and sending commands over the 802-11 wireless

network, the system performed as expected, however the maneuverability was not exactly

as we were expecting. The castor wheels were sometimes redirecting the Robot to an

unintended direction. AIso this was due to the fact that there was no feedback mechanism

to control the motor's speed accwately causing the motor to turn at different speed with

the same duty cycle on sufaces with different Íìiction parameters.
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5.3 Summøry Chapter 5

This chapter described the results from the Robot Platform implementation. The

platform architecture was a robust one and the ease of integration of different

components in the system proved the point.

On a smooth surface the Robof performed as expected. However on the rough

surfaces the robot had difficulties following the direction properly because it was being

redi¡ected by the castor wheels. This behavio¡ was anticipated ahead of time and

necessary steps should be taken to conect the problem in the future work.
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Chapter 6 : The Canelusions ünd
Future Wark

6.1 ConclusÍons

For this project, a robot was designed and built with the capability of being

controlled remotely over an 802.11 wireless computer network. Even though the design

of the system was complete, the whole design was not realized primarily due to the lack

of sufficient funds needed to procüe ha¡dware. However, the basic platforrn and

architecture could be used to continue the future work. As designing, developing and

testing a suitable architecture for a mobile platform was the main objective of the thesis

the overall project is deemed a success. The basic architecture as depicted in Figure 21 is

robust, flexible, extendable, built upon core technologies albeit not normally associated

with the robotic projects.

The completed porlions of the design include the complete control of the mobility

related components such as the control of the speed, direction, breaking, and the

emergency stop. More specifically this included the remote telecontrol utilizing IP over

802. 1 1, the motor controllers and their interface, received from the remote user interface,

a¡d the robot server responsible for marshalling commands from the remote control

client. In order to have precise controls of the speed and direction, it is necessary to

include some form of shaft encoders with the implementation.

The vision system was implemented but did not work as well as expected. There

were difficulties in transporting video with only a small amount of delay. The Microsoft

Media Encoder was just not suitable for transporting video over the Internet to be used in

a real time robot control operation. As a result an experimental video conferencing

application VIC [19] was used as a vision system, but it also had a delay of somewhere

between two and three seconds. The work is still in progress to implement the vision

system using Motion JPEG. In addition, the camera used for the vision system was not
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sufficient enough to provide a wide enough view of the environment. Better cameras

equipped with wide angle lenses should be used for this purpose.

The obstacle avoidance subsystem was designed and the implementation is still in

progress. Given the robustness and the simplicity of the design of a slow moving robot, it

is expected to work smoothly, at least in theory as it is a very simple control policy. The

results associated with the collision avoidance subsystem will be included as soon as it is

completed.

Two powerful DC motor drivers were assembled using PCB designs from an

Open Source Motor Controller. The motor controller designed and assembled is a robust

design and exceeded all of our expectations. An ARM SBC was used to bridge the

communicatìon gap between the Robot Server and the Motor Driver Ci¡cuits. The motor

drivers required PWM signals as inputs. Using three intemal timers from the ARM

processor two 8 KHz variable PWM signals were generated. These PWM signals took a

signihcant amount of the CPU power to generate. As a result it was rather difficult to

maintain fast communications with the Robot Server. The lesson learnt is that if possible,

the PWM signals should be generated using dedicated hardware such as FPGA or similar

components.

In summary given the limited means to implement the design, the project was a

success and set the foundation for more challenging future work. The architecture is

extendable and the robotic platform is suitable as â starting point for additional projects.

6.2 Future W'ork

As mentioned earlier, the design of this robot platform is a very comprehensive

one, but limited funding resulted in a parlial implementation. The main functional

components were completed and demonstrated. However, there is much more room for

additional improvements to the project. Some ofthese could include:

. The use of a better video processing and transpoft methods (i.e. use of

hardware) for the vision system.

. Improve the obstacle avoidance subsystem by using more accurate

instrumentation to measure speed and dista¡ce.
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Add additional cameras equipped with wide angle lenses to cover more

viewing areas around the mobile unit, and./or provide for controlling the

camera of a trlrret.

Implement the weed eater apparatus which is currently only partially

implemented. At this time a two axis table has been assembled but a

redesign is required using stepper motors and suitable encoders.

Implement a Three Axis Robotic Arm system ot similar apparatus such as

the one discussed in the thesis as would be renotely controlled using the

MOMO,

Improve the Environment Monitor by incorporating GPS, Compass and

Acceleromete¡ for feedback purposes.

Implement several "superuised" autonomous functions to gain more

experience in the algorithms that will be required for future machine

learning within the context ofpersonal service robols of reasonable size.
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Appendices

Flexible Robot Platform Server (FRPS)
FRPS is ideally connected to one or more Device Controllers (DCon) through a

LAN onboard the mobile robot. The FPPS would also be connected to the Remote

Control Station (RCS) tbrough a wireless communication Link (i.e. 802'11). During the

stadup period the FRP server must go though a stafiup sequence in order to establìsh

connections with the available DCons and the RCS. Similarly the DCons must estâblish

connections to the device(s) connected to each one of them. These startup sequences are

described in the following paragraphs.

FRPS-DCon connection:
Device Controller (DCon) serves as bridge between the devices connectsd to it

and the FRPS. During start up, the DCon must initialize all the devices connected to it
correctly. In order to establish con¡ection to the available device controllers, both the

FRP Server and the DCons must foilow the following protocol.

i. The DCon opens a known TCP port (i.e. port 40000) for listening to the

DCon,Query connand from the FRPS and waits.
2. The FRPS opens a known TCP port (i.e. port 41000) for listening to the

response from the DCons.
3. The FRPS the sends Ien DCon-Query comma¡ds in 500ms interval to make

sure that al1 of the connected DCons are powered up and can receive the
DCon_Query commands.

4. As soon as a DCon receives a DCon-Query command, it replies to the FRPS

with the following information
a. Device ID
b. Device Name
c. Device Type
d. Available commands

5. FR-PS receives these responses and creates a DCon database (i.e. XML file)
containing the detail description ofthe devices that âre conrÌected to different
DCons.

During the entire duration of the robot operation, the FRPS-DCon connection

must remain intact. Under any circumstances if the connection is broken, the DCon must

disable the device and wait for fhe DCon-Query command from the FRPS. Similarly the

FRPS must notif,' the Remote Control Station (RCS) about the situation and send the

DCon_Query command to the DCons. The DCon may reply To the DCon-Query
command oniy under two cases:

1. During the startup, and

2. After establishing the new connection between the FRPS and the DCon.
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